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Existence of massive singlet excitations in an antiferromagnetic alternating chain withSÄ1
2
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LV Kirenskii Institute of Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Krasnoyarsk 660036, Russia

~Received 19 April 1999; revised manuscript received 27 October 1999!

The one-dimensional Heisenberg model with alternating antiferromagnetic bond and spin-1/2 has been
studied by the Monte Carlo method. The thermodynamic characteristics, spin-spin, and four spin-correlation
function have been calculated. From several maxima of the correlation radius of the four spin-correlation
function and sharp slopes of the dimer order parameter, a longitudinal component of the total spin square as a
function of temperature and magnetic field, the existence of two mass singlet excitation branches withDSz

50 and one triplet withDSz51 is suggested. Critical temperatures and fields related to singlet filled bands
have been estimated. From these results low-temperature (T,TSP) properties of spin-Peierls~SP! compounds
CuGeO3 and NaV2O5 have been explained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One-dimensional spin systems with antiferromagnetic
teractions have been of great interest to researchers s
exact solutions can be derived and take into account pos
kinds of interactions. In particular, the interaction betwe
an electron and a phonon can lead to phase transition a
same temperature, the so-called spin-Peierls transitio1,2

Magnetic properties of these systems are analyzed in te
of Hubbard3 and Heisenberg4 models with the alternating
parameterst and J. The low-energy-lying triplet excitations
are suggested to exist. The mass gap (D) is proportional to
the bond alternation ofd5Ji2Ji 11 asD;d5 or D;d2/3.2

The model of the antiferromagnetic alternating spin-1
chain has been studied in the continuous limit6–8 where it is
equivalent to the exactly solvable sine-Gordon mod
Affleck6,7 derived an exact solution for massive spin wav
with changes ofSz by 61 for a nonzero topological angle
Essler and Tsvelik,8 using a sine-Gordon Hamiltonian, ca
culated form factors for cos and sin and a mass gap wh
depends on the value of the bond alternation linearly. T
authors derived two breathers: the first one has some maM
~triplet! and the second one has the mass equal toA3M
~singlet!. To determine the mass gap, one needs to know
parameters: a dimensionless~nonuniversal! parameterl and
the spin-phonon coupling constant. Parameters, taken
CuGeO3, give a larger value of energy of the two-partic
continuum, which is in disagreement with the experime
The main difficulties of these exactly solvable models
transition to the continium limit which is uncontrolled an
some information can be lost. On the other hand, it is di
cult to derive relations between parameters in the lattice
sine-Gordon models.

The exact solution of the uniform antiferromagnetic sp
1/2 Heisenberg chain shows that the low-lying excitatio
are spin-1/2 objects9 ~now called spinons!, quite different
from standard spin waves. The same excitations involve
termediate states where thez component of the magnetiza
tion has increased byDSz51 and the other is not change
i.e., DSz50. Such excitations are quasidegenerated in
uniform case. The bond alternation may eliminate this
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generation and two kinks may make up the bound sing
low-energy state withDSz50. From this assumption the
strange low-temperature phenomenon can be explained
singlet state of the spin-Peierls compounds of CuGeO3 and
predicted for NaV2O5. Spin-Peierls temperature in CuGeO3
is Tsp514 K, triplet gap isD52 meV~Ref. 10! and critical
magnetic field isHc513.6 T.11 However, from nonelastic
magnetic scattering the singlet gap has been observedD
;1 meV.12 Thermal conductivity in the magnetic field ha
revealed two maxima in CuGeO3 at the T1'5.5 K, T2
'22 K,13 which disappeared under the magnetic fieldH
514 T. Ultrasound scattering also exhibits maxima atH
56 T and at the critical fieldHc513.6 T.14

In the present paper we show that the antiferromagn
chain with alternating exchange exhibits three critical te
peratures and several critical fields associated with differ
spectrum branches of pair spin excitations both as a sin
with DSz50 and a triplet withDSz51. We give nontrivial
quantitative predictions for static and dynamic quantities
NaV2O5 and successfully compare them with the results
CuGeO3 .

II. MODEL AND METHOD

We consider a one-dimensional~1D! Heisenberg mode
with negative interactions between nearest neighbors in
chain withS51/2 directed along an external field along th
axis OZ2. The alternating bonds are taken in terms oI
5J1d andK5J2d. The Hamiltonian is

H52(
i 51

L/2

I 2i ,2i 21S2iS2i 212(
i 51

L/2

K2i ,2i 11S2iS2i 11

2(
i 51

L

hzSi
z ,

whereI ,0, K,0, hz is an external magnetic field andL is
the size of the lattice.

The algorithm and the Monte Carlo~MC! method were
earlier considered in detail.15,16MC simulations are made on
the basis of the Trotter formula17 using a parameterm called
the ‘‘Trotter number.’’ The MC simulations were performe
6780 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 61 6781EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE SINGLET EXCITATIONS IN . . .
for several sizes of chainsL5100, 200, 400, andm532, 64,
124, 200 with a periodic boundary condition. For each ch
we used from 4000 to 7000 MC steps to equilibrate a
another 2000–5000 steps to calculate the averages. One
step is determined by a turn of all spins on the latticeL
32m. The autocorrelation time (t) needed to equilibrate is
estimated from the relationship lnt5amT/J (T2
temperature!.18 A systematic error due to quantum fluctu
tions yields an estimate;1/(mT/J)2 and for minimal tem-
peratureT/J50.025 it is approximately equal to 4%. Th
root-mean-square error of the energy is within the range
~0.1–0.6!%, susceptibility ~6–11!%, correlation radius
;10%. The errors due to the finite size of a chain can
minimized since we made simulations forj,L/2.

We shall consider possible excitations in this model. T
extended resonance valence bond model includes coup
on all possible spins pairs and uncoupling of any pair c
lead to excitation. Two sublattices with different spin sti
nesses arise from bond alternation in a chain. Then we m
assume that the main density of spin excitations is due
uncoupling of the nearest spins. As a result, we can tak
an order parameter the four spin-correlation functio
^S0S1SrSr 11& and the difference of the functions calculat
in sublattices with strongI and weakK exchanges, the so
called dimer order parameter

qa54/L(
i 52

L/4

~^S0
aS1

aS2i 22
a S2i 21

a &2^S1
aS2

aS2i 21
a S2i

a &!,

~a5x,y,z!.

FIG. 1. The longitudinal component of total spin square^(Sz)2&
vs temperature ford50,1 ~1!, d50.6 ~2! ~a!. Correlation radius of
spin-spin correlation function ford50.1 ~1!, 0.3 ~2,3! and m564
~2!, 124~3! and correlation radius of four spin-correlation functio
for d50.1 ~4!, 0.3 ~5! vs temperature~b!.
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The correlation radiusj4 and the parameterh4 were deter-
mined from the fit of the four spin-correlation functions

^S0
zS1

zSr 21
z Sr

z&5A/r h4 exp~2r /j4!,

where r 52i 11, i 51,2,3 . . . . The following quantities
were calculated: energy, magnetization, susceptibility in
external fieldx5M /H, and spin-spin correlation function
of the longitudinal spin components^Sz(0)Sz(r )&, their Fou-
rier transform in magnetic field. The correlation radiusj2
and the parameterh2 were determined from the fit of the
spin-spin-correlation function

^Sz~0!Sz~r !&5B/r h2 exp~2r /j2!.

The single state can be different from the paramagnet~PM!
on the basis of the calculation of the longitudinal compon
of the total spin squarê(Sz)2& which is equal to zero in the
single state and̂(Sz)2&5S(S11)/3 in PM.

III. RESULTS

We calculated the above characteristic temperature de
dences for a number of alternation valuesd50.1, 0.15, 0.2,

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of dimer order paramete
longitudinal qz ~a! and transverseqx ~b! spin components ford
50.15 ~4,5!, 0.3 ~2,3!, 0.45 ~6!, 0.6 ~1! and m564 ~1,3,5!, m
5124 ~2,4,6!. Inset showsdqz /dT ~a! anddqx /dT ~b! vs tempera-
ture for d50.3.
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6782 PRB 61S. S. APLESNIN
0.3, 0.45, 0.6, 0.75. The longitudinal component of the to
spin squarê (Sz)2& is shown in Fig. 1. The temperature d
pendence is well approximated by the linear functi
^(Sz)2&5A1BT with A50 in the range of 0,T,Tc3,
which indicates the existence of single state in the gro
state. Temperature dependence of the correlation radiuj4
shows maxima@Fig. 1~b!# at Tci ( i 51,2,3). The correlation
radius j2 and the dimer order parameterq decrease at the
same temperature. We plotted in Fig. 2 the dimer order
rameter for several values of bond alternation and differ
Trotter numbers. The derivative ofdq/dT reveals minima at
Tc2 and Tc3 which are independent of the Trotter numb
within the calculation errors, as shown in inset of Fig.
Susceptibility is equal to zero at low temperaturesT<Tc1
and the derivative ofdx/dT exhibits a maximum atTc2 and
a minimum atTc3. Some temperature dependences are p
ted in Fig. 3.

From the results we can propose the following picture
excitations. The degeneration of two-particle singlet and t
let excitations in a uniform antiferromagnetic~AF! chain is
taken off as a result of bond alternation and two kinks w
s51/2 ands521/2 can form bound singlet states in th
sublattice of weakK exchanges. There are also sing
pairs coupled denoted as circles. The wave functions
excitation can be presented asc1}us↑↑s•••↓↓s&
1us↓↓s•••↑↑s&. The energy associated with the max
mum of density of these excitations is in proportion to t

FIG. 4. Critical temperaturesTci /J @i 51 ~1!, 2 ~2!, 3 ~3!# as a
function of bond alternation. Power-law fit isTci5Aid

b i marked by
solid line.

FIG. 3. Susceptibilityx for d50.1 ~3,4!, 0.3 ~2,5!, 0.6 ~1!, m
564 ~2,4!, m5124 ~3,5! versus temperature.
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first critical temperatureTc1. When temperature exceedsTc1,
triplet excitations withDSz51 exist throughout the whole
chain including a sublattice with the strong bondI. It is de-
rived from x.0 and a decrease of the dimer order para
eter. The wave function may be given byc2
}us↑↑↓↑↑s&. On the basis of a sharp decrease of t
dimer order parameter and slow change of susceptibility,
assumption is made that singlet excitations withDSz50 are

FIG. 5. Magnetic-field dependence of the correlation radius
spin-spin correlation functionj2 ~1,4, inset! and four spin-
correlation functionsj4 ~2,3! for d50.15 ~1,3!, 0.3 ~2,4!. Inset
showsj2 of the AF chain ford50, T/J50.035.

FIG. 6. MagnetizationM, ^(Sz)2& vs magnetic field ford50
~1!, 0.15~2!, 0.3 ~3!, 0.05~4!. Dimer order parameterqa for longi-
tudinal a5z ~1,4! and transversea5x ~2,3! spin components for
d50.15 ~1,2!, 0.3 ~3,4!. Inset shows derivativedqa /dH (a5z is
the solid line,a5x is the dotted line! for d50.15.
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PRB 61 6783EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE SINGLET EXCITATIONS IN . . .
formed in the sublattice with the strong bondI at Tc3 and the
wave function is similar toc1. There is, of course, a one
particle singlet excitation8 and a multiple-excitation, leading
to additional contributions to susceptibility. We indicate t
main possible excitations at these temperatures.

Critical temperatures determined on the basis of thej4
maxima anddq/dT minima are shown in Fig. 4. We fitte
the MC results forTci by the power lawTci5Aid

b i and
obtained the following parameters for every critical tempe
ture A150.3260.06, b15160.08, A250.4160.11, b2
50,6560.07, A350.6660.12, b350.560.06.

The singlet excitation branch in theK sublattice is split
into two in the magnetic fieldsHc1 , Hc2. The correlation
radiusj4 plotted in Fig. 5 reveals two maxima at these field
The correlation radius of the spin-spin correlation functi
does not quite depend on the magnetic field atH,Hc2 com-
pared withj2 in the uniform AF chain where it sharply de
creases~inset in Fig. 5!. The dimer order parameter exhibi
small maxima atHc1 ,Hc2. It is particularly seen in the
dqx /dH derivative plotted by a dotted line in the inset
Fig. 6. From theqx,z variation versus field we infer tha
transverse and longitudinal kinks are excited accordingly
Hc1 ,Hc2. Magnetization arises atHc3, as shown in Fig. 6.
The magnetic wave vector of the structure determined fr
the S(k) maximum is varied in the range of 0,Q,p/a in
the fieldsHc3,H,Hc5, and a ferromagnetic long-range o
der exists atHc5. The dimer order parameter is decreased
the critical fieldsHci ( i 53,4,5) and a derivative ofdq/dH
shows the minima~Fig. 6!. The results provide evidence fo
triplet excitations in bothIK sublattices. Some critical field
are shown in Fig. 7 and are fit by the power lawHci
5Bid

gi with the parameters presented in Table 1.
The above results for critical temperatures and magn

fields are now compared with experimental results with sp
Peierls compounds NaV2O5 ~Refs. 19 and 20! and CuGeO3
~Refs. 10, 21, and 22!. The spin-Peierls temperature
NaV2O5 is Tsp/J535.3 K/440 K'0.08, the triplet gap
D/J'0.2519. Additional singularities are determined by in
frared reflectivity at theE1 /J5280 K/440 K'0.6, E2 /J
5520 K/440 K'1.2 ~Ref. 20! along the dimerization axis
From the comparison ofTsp

ex with Tc2
MC the alternation value is

d'0.08. Critical temperatures of singlet excitations are e

FIG. 7. Critical magnetic fieldHci /J ( i 51:5) as afunction of
bond alternation. Power-law fit isHci5Bid

g i marked by solid line.
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mated asTc1'14 K andTc3'84 K. If the relationship be-
tween the gapD andTsp is D/Tsp;3, and it is to be valid for
other critical temperatures, then energyE1 is associated with
the maximum of singlet excitation density in the range
energy;(3.5–5)meV. Multiparticle excitation may caus
infrared reflectivity atE2 545 meV. The second nontrivia
prediction of the present calculation is the existence o
small specific-heat maximum in NaV2O5 at theT.20 K.

From the experimental results, the spin-Peierls tempe
ture in CuGeO3 is Tsp514 K,11 the exchangeJ5120 K,10

the critical magnetic fieldHc513.6 T,11 we find the alter-
nation value to bed50.14. The values calculated by Mon
Carlo simulations areTsp

MC513.5 K, Tc155.4 K, Hc1

58.9 T, Hc2516.4 T. Overestimation of the critical field
compared with the experimental value, is caused by
strong magnetostriction of the CuGeO3 compound,21,22

which can lead to disappearance of lattice dimerization
d→0. It can be inferred that the maximum of the magne
heat conductivity atT55.5 K,13 the singlet gap observed b
nonelastic neutron scattering around;1 meV at Q
5(0,p/b,p/c),12 and the strong scattering ultrasound in t
magnetic fieldH56 T,14 can be attributed to mass singl
excitations in the spin-Peierls phase withTc

MC55.4 K criti-
cal temperature of the filled band. The interchain coupl
(J'50.1J) for CuGeO3 ~Ref. 10! can be ignored, becaus
the correlation radius of the spin-spin correlation functi
calculated in the 2D anisotropic Heisenberg model23 along
thec chain is much larger than in the transverse direction
the singlet statej i@j' . On the basis of this, spin excitation
in a chain give the main contribution to the thermodynam
quantities, critical temperatures. The allowance of interch
couplings in a singlet state is due to a small split of t
singlet excitation branch into transverse and longitudi
modes and this is the second-order value effect.24

Summarizing our results, we calculated three critical te
peratures, two of which are associated with the energy
filled singlet bands withDSz50, and one triplet withDSz

51 in an antiferromagnetic alternating chain. Singlet a
triplet excitation branches are split accordingly into two a
three branches in the same critical magnetic fields, which
well the power lawHci5Bid

g i ( i 51:5). From our results,
the low-temperature (T,Tsp) behavior of the spin-Peierls
compounds is explained in CuGeO3 and predicted in
NaV2O5.
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TABLE I. Fitting parameters for power dependences of critic
magnetic fields versus bond alternationHci5Bid

g i.

i 1 2 3 4 5

Bi 0.3360.04 0.960.06 1.360.16 1.760.2 1.860.12
g i 0.6360.05 0.860.05 0.860.1 0.8460.09 0.6760.04
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